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INTRODUCTION

As this series of reports is being concluded (June 2020), the date of entry in force of the USMCA and its initial implementation has been confirmed as July 1.¹ The first report in this series² provided an overview of the USMCA and an assessment of its strengths and weaknesses, which does not bear repeating. However, the USMCA will function in the context of other trade-related matters. Each of these could affect the success of the USMCA as a mechanism for encouraging investment, creating new jobs, and enhancing consumer welfare in North America. This report briefly considers what in the author’s view are the most significant of these factors, including the Section 232 steel tariffs; the United States–China trade war; the emasculation of the World Trade Organization’s dispute settlement system; the unpredictable nature of the U.S. and Mexican presidents; and the impact of the coronavirus pandemic.

I. SECTION 232 TARIFFS (STEEL, ALUMINUM, AND AUTOS)

Although the Trump administration in May 2019 lifted steel and aluminum tariffs imposed in 2018 on imports from Canada and Mexico, tariffs or quotas remain or have been re-imposed not only on imports from China but also those from producers in Argentina, Brazil, the EU, Japan, South Korea, and others. These tariffs increase the cost of manufacturing in the United States of products that use these metals, particularly autos but many others ranging from nails to home appliances, making them more expensive than competing goods produced in other countries (including Mexico and Canada). Proposed tariffs on auto and auto parts imports under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act have been continuously postponed by the Trump administration and may no longer be under serious consideration given the repeated delays in taking tariff action.³ It may be that the trade agreement concluded with Japan⁴ and the prospect of swift retaliation from the European Union encouraged the administration to reconsider; whatever the reason, a serious additional threat to the North American auto industry has to date been avoided.

As noted in the second report and elsewhere in this series, stricter auto and auto parts rules of origin under the USMCA,⁵ including those designed to encourage a shift of protection from Mexico to the United States, will inevitably increase production costs in the United States and elsewhere in North America, raising vehicle prices for both local sales and exports. Thus, in the final analysis auto production in North America may have greater difficulty competing with producers in Asia and Europe who export their vehicles to North America, and as exports to foreign markets.

II. U.S.–CHINA TRADE WAR AND ONGOING ECONOMIC RIVALRIES

The ongoing trade “war” with China—even though as of January 15, 2020, a truce was reached through a “Phase One” agreement⁶—has also increased the cost...
of many intermediate goods imported into the United States for domestic production, as well as for finished products that have become more expensive for U.S. consumers. The January 2020 agreement does not eliminate tariffs imposed by the United States on Chinese imports under Section 301 of the 1974 Trade Act since mid–2018, although it postpones additional tariffs and reduces some of those earlier imposed. Unless unilaterally altered by the Trump administration, tariffs will remain indefinitely at 25% for about $250 billion of imports and 7.5% (down from 15% earlier) for another $120 billion worth.

The heavily managed trade agreement commits China to purchase an additional $200 million worth of U.S. products each year for the next two years, including billions in natural gas and other energy products, and some $40 billion of agricultural products. China has also agreed to provide additional protection against forced technology transfer, to improve protection of intellectual property, and to improve U.S. financial institution access to the Chinese markets. Still, even with the agreement the average tariffs on Chinese imports have increased to 19.3% from 3.0% two years ago and still affect two-thirds of all U.S. imports from China. The accord seeks to increase Chinese purchases of American farm products as noted above, but some observers doubt that it will in practice do much more than restore the status quo before the trade war began. With the advent of the Covid–19 pandemic, discussed in Part V, below, the chances of these targets being reached, at least in 2020, seem limited at best.

Despite what most believe to be a serious need to protect high–tech U.S. products and technology from Chinese national security threats, and to restrain China’s rampant illegal subsidies, most such problems are left for a future Phase Two agreement to be negotiated in the at an unspecified future time (if at all). Nor does the agreement resolve the standoff between the United States and China over Huawei’s attempts to market 5G telecommunications equipment throughout the world, sales of which are resolutely opposed by the United States. Under the Phase One agreement, U.S. penalty tariffs will continue to disrupt supply chains for an extended period of time even for goods that have no national security implications, and will make some goods manufactured in the United States less competitive with their counterparts abroad, discouraging domestic consumption and—because of increased production costs—reducing U.S. exports of many products, particularly automobiles.

Although a more comprehensive settlement of China–United States trade frictions seems highly unlikely in the foreseeable future, even the Phase One agreement should help to free North American investors and workers to take fuller advantage of the potential benefits of the USMCA once the USMCA parties have more fully reopened their economies. Those enterprises again producing goods in China for export to the United States should realize that high tariffs on many Chinese goods are the new normal, and will exist for at least another year and perhaps much longer. This presumably means that many will seek alternative manufacturing sites in Vietnam, India, Mexico, or elsewhere. Mexico could benefit from these shifts if President Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s anti–foreign investment policies do not scare them off, but in many instances supply chain changes will be costly and the higher production costs in alternative markets may increase the costs of both intermediate and final goods to consumers in North America.

More generally, in my view the economic and trade rivalries between the United States and China—particularly in the “Made in China 2025” areas where China seeks parity or even dominance, such as robots, artificial intelligence, semiconductors, and electric vehicles—can be expected to continue for at least the next three or four decades. This unpleasant fact makes the smooth functioning of the USMCA even more important for the parties and the economic well–being of their stakeholders.
III. EMASCULATION OF THE WTO’s DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM

As of December 10, 2019, the WTO’s appellate body ceased to function; while three judges are required to hear each case, only one remained due to U.S. blocking of appointment and reappointments. In my view, one would have to be an incurable optimist to believe that the ongoing dispute between most members and the United States regarding the alleged overstepping of the appellate body, particularly its alleged “diminishing rights and obligations” of WTO members can be resolved in the foreseeable future. Various factors—including but not limited to the fact that the 164-member WTO makes decisions by consensus (meaning that not only the U.S. but such powerful members as China, India, and Russia must agree)—suggest that serious reform of the WTO, such as that which would be required in such areas as appellate body procedures, rules affecting antidumping and subsidies actions, designation of certain members (including China and India) as developing countries with special privileges, and more generally its ability to deal with non-market economies, are years away.

Another implicit vote of the U.S. lack of confidence in the WTO and endorsement of unilateral action is found in the U.S.–China Agreement, which contains none of the traditional provisions for third-party dispute settlement. Rather, the agreement’s “bilateral evaluation and dispute resolution” mechanism is no more than a bilateral consultation mechanism that would leave the United States, should it decide that China was not acting in good faith to implement the provisions of the agreement, to retaliate with yet more tariffs or other restrictions affecting U.S.–China trade.

It also seems clear that the Trump administration will continue to flout WTO rules in other ways, with its unilateral Section 232 actions based on dubious “national security” concerns imposing high tariffs on steel and aluminum, and with its Section 301 action against China without resort to the dispute settlement process. While the Airbus penalty tariffs were duly authorized by the WTO under its dispute settlement mechanism, the planned retaliatory tariffs against French products relating to taxation of digital goods were not. Others may feel that they too can flout WTO rules without consequence, as China has been doing for years in the areas of illegal subsidies and intellectual property.

Under the original USMCA, the demise of WTO dispute settlement posed a serious risk for Canada and Mexico, since the USMCA dispute settlement mechanism was no better than NAFTA’s Chapter 20 (which permitted the United States to block panels essentially at will). However, under the USMCA as revised December 10, 2019, this becomes somewhat more difficult. Assuming that all three parties promptly appoint their rosters of panelists, and assuming that the United States plays by the rules, Canada and Mexico as well as the United States have a reasonable chance of establishing a functioning system for resolving trade disputes even though the WTO’s mechanism is no longer operative.

IV. UNPREDICTABILITY OF THE CURRENT U.S. AND MEXICAN ADMINISTRATIONS

As is evident from other reports in this series, particularly with regard to Lopez Obrador’s “Mexico First” energy policies and the Trump administration’s originally proposed drastic revisions to NAFTA, neither government’s actions in areas relating to intra-regional trade have achieved a high level of predictability. There is thus always the risk that one or both will take unexpected actions affecting regional trade and investment. Prior such occurrences include the Trump administration’s threat in June 2019 to impose tariffs of up to 25% on all Mexican source imports if Mexico failed to take effective steps to counter illegal immigration from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras to the United States via Mexico. It seems likely that Mexico as well as other countries, whether allies or foes, will periodically be the targets of the Trump administration’s unilateralist foreign policy, with economic sanctions or high tariffs being the result.
On the Mexican side, Lopez Obrador’s decision immediately after taking office in December 2018 to cancel the Mexico City airport project and to postpone new oil leases for three years have raised concerns for actual and potential investors. In March 2020, some citizens of Mexicali voted to halt construction of a giant brewery. While good arguments could be made that the water-starved Mexicali Valley was a poor place to locate a mammoth brewery, the suspect referendum approach, where only a small minority of local voters supporting Lopez-Obrador bother to cast votes, favored by Lopez-Obrador, once again caused serious concerns within the Mexican business community. In late May 2020, these concerns were reflected again in the Lopez-Obrador’s administration’s imposition of rules that could end the participation of private power generators in Mexico’s electrical energy market. This could encourage European and U.S. energy companies with investments in Mexico to cease operations there and to seek international arbitration.

V. THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC

This report is not an appropriate place for a lengthy discussion of the ramifications of the Covid–19 pandemic for the USMCA or North American trade, in part because as of June 2020 it is impossible to predict the full impact. However, several salient points bear noting. First, the WTO has predicted that world merchandise trade in 2020 will fall by between 12% and 32% compared to 2019, with nearly all regions suffering double-digit declines. The impact is expected to be more pronounced in sectors with complex value chains, such as automotive products. Thus, the highly integrated North American auto industry, already challenged by the USMCA’s new and stricter rules of origin and the temporary closure of many auto factories in North America due both to Covid–19 concerns and declining consumer demand, will face new and unexpected hurdles as a result of the pandemic. Second, with at least 20 million people out of work in the United States alone, and with a recession expected in all three NAFTA/USMCA parties, demand for proposals under U.S. USMCA implementing legislation for labor attaches that raised sovereignty concerns in December 2019. Such risks therefore seem inevitable in the future, particularly if Mexico’s economy, flat in 2019, deteriorates further in 2020, as now seems certain in light of the Covid–19 worldwide pandemic. Also, the complex and intrusive rapid response labor dispute resolution mechanism incorporated into the USMCA could generate conflicts between the United States and Mexico should the United States use the mechanism as an excuse for restricting imports or should Mexican authorities object to alleged intrusions on Mexico’s sovereignty.

Under such circumstances, the uncertainties that should have been largely resolved for North American investment and employment by the entry into force of the USMCA will not be entirely dissipated, particularly if Lopez-Obrador’s opposition to private foreign investment and Trump’s threats to Mexico persist.

Given the ongoing challenges of governing both nations, the personalities of the two presidents, and the devotion of both to “America First” or “Mexico First” populism, it is almost certain that similar disruptive events will occur on one or both sides of the border in the future. If both governments can effectively deal with them when they arise, serious consequences may be avoided. However, it seems naïve to assume that Lopez Obrador will always defer to Trump whenever such events occur, as with the migration issue noted above and in the willingness of the Mexican government to back down when it was faced with
many consumer products—including but not limited to automobiles—may be depressed for several years or more. Unfortunately, it seems highly unlikely that the extreme economic and social destruction caused by Covid-19 will be fully rectified unless and until a vaccine for the virus or other preventative measures are widely available throughout North America, developments that could also require a year or more.

Most significantly for the future of today’s long supply chains, the pandemic, for which China has been widely blamed, has added substantial pressure for the “reshoring” (to the United States) or “nearshoring” (to Mexico and Canada) of supply lines that rely today on China (or in some instances other Asian countries). This is particularly critical for personal protective equipment, and pharmaceuticals and materials used in their manufacture. At the present time, estimates suggest that some 80% of active ingredients and 40% of finished drugs sold in the United States are sourced outside the United States, and China is the second-largest source of drugs imported into the United States (after India).

This adds to the U.S.–China trade war and to other political, environmental, and economic pressures to bring supplies of these products—along with those that raise national security concerns—closer to home, with shorter supply chains confined to the United States or more sensibly to North America (where the three countries provide potential opportunities to diversify sources as well). Covid–19 thus may increase the percentage of U.S., Canadian, and Mexican total trade and investment that takes place within North America in the future and reduce the region’s imports from elsewhere (as well as exports from the United States, in particular to China). Without the USMCA, this evolving process would have been even more costly and difficult to implement; with the USMCA it will still be challenging and economically disruptive but seems more likely to occur without causing as extensive long–term injury to the North American economies, their enterprises, workers, and consumers.
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